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Ep. #12404



Jack seems to be on the verge of making a decision about Carly and Julia. Meanwhile, despite Rosannas protests, Carly sends the signed divorce papers to Jack. After Jack receives the papers, he goes to tell Carly he has come to a decision. While Julia finds part of the divorce papers and thinks it is a definite sign that she has won, Jack tells Carly he has come to realize that she is the one he wants to be with forever. Sierra talks with Lucinda about how she hopes Craigs imprisonment will help him change for the better. In the cell, Craig starts to break as he is confronted by the ghosts of the family that once loved him. Meanwhile, Dusty and Lily discover a broken rosary, which leads them to information about Sierras ties to a Monastery. Back at the cell, Craig sees the camera in his room and realizes someone is watching him. Doms plane takes off. He handcuffs Lucy and Rafi and then parachutes out of the plane, leaving them to die. Rafael manages to break free but as they rush for the controls, the plane spins out of control. As Paul and Will create a winter wonderland in Fairwinds, Will comes upon the Nativity set. Thinking the sight of the baby might upset Rosanna, they decide not include it in their decorations. Paul exits the room to go attend to a blown fuse, and Will leaves the baby out on the table to go help. When Rosanna comes home, she freaks at the sight of the baby and accuses Will of purposefully leaving it out. Paul tries to defuse the situation, but Will takes off.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
Lynn Martin


Director:
unknown


Release date:
9 December 2004, 14:00
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